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Imagine assessing a promising method for pattern discovery using a

game. One scholar would invent a true pattern of features, generate an

outcome, and perhaps hide this pattern amid irrelevant information. For

example, the game designer might provide 15 binary features of 40

cases to the players. Players would compete to discover the hidden truth.

One version of the method game would require that participants use a

particular algorithm. A second version would allow participants to

choose their own algorithms. For example, some might choose a variant

of qualitative comparative analysis (QCA; Rihoux and Ragin 2008),

others would implement an adaptive lasso (Zou 2006), and still others

might prefer one of the many competitors to the lasso, such as the

smoothly clipped absolute deviation (SCAD) penalty (Fan and Li 2001),

random forests (Breiman 2001), or kernel-regularized least squares

(Hainmueller and Hazlett 2012).1

In the first version of the competition, we would learn about craft: In

different hands, the same method may perform differently. The results

of this competition would teach us about the many kinds of substantive

and methodological judgments required to use the method successfully.

In the version of the game in which players choose different approaches,

we could learn how different methods compare in their ability to address

a given problem.2
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If, however, time were short or players difficult to recruit, we could

approximate such a game using a computer rather than a group of scho-

lars: Lucas and Szatrowski (this volume, p. 000) provide an example of

how to evaluate one method in this way. That is, a single scholar could

generate a true relationship as if kicking off a real method game but

then write a computer program to compare the effectiveness of different

algorithms in a simple situation. Imagine that scholarly literature focus-

ing on 40 cases suggests that a complex dependent pattern of binary

features Xi1, . . ., XiP, of a given case i, drives outcomes (say, for P = 5,

Yi = {(Xi1 �Xi2 �Xi3) OR (Xi4 �Xi5)} all Xip 2 {0,1} and thus Yi 2 {0,1}).

Furthermore, imagine that three methods suggest themselves as useful a

priori: (1) QCA, (2) the adaptive lasso, and (3) iterative sure indepen-

dence screening with a SCAD plugin (ISIS/SCAD; Fan and Lv 2008).

Fan and Li (2001) proved that the SCAD penalty would correctly set

false parameters to zero as n!N given a reasonable choice of tuning

parameters in contrast to the simple lasso proposed by Tibshirani

(1996); that is, SCAD has an oracle property but the simple lasso does

not. Later, Zou (2006) showed that a modification of the lasso penalty

(the adaptive lasso) does have an oracle property given well-chosen tun-

ing parameters and weights. And Fan and Lv (2008) demonstrated that

when the number of irrelevant features is much larger than the number

of cases (e.g., when each case has 4,000 measured features but we

observe only 40 cases), a preliminary dimension reduction step (ISIS)

improves the performance of the SCAD penalty. Although QCA does

not promise to find the truth as information increases, it appears, prima

facie, well suited to discovering complex comparisons, and it does not

require tuning parameters. This essay presents the results of one imple-

mentation of a machine version of the method game to compare QCA,

the adaptive lasso, and ISIS/SCAD.3

Notice that this game is relatively easy. The only relevant case

knowledge involves understanding that the causal features involve the

X’s, and the outcomes are recorded in Y. Simplifying the case-

knowledge requirements here allows an assessment of method rather

than game player: All of the machine players have the same case knowl-

edge and will use it in the same manner. Furthermore, machine players

are naive. Assessing the performance of a machine will not tell us about

the craft by which human scholars exploit a method. Furthermore, any

single collection of case attributes can idiosyncratically advantage one

method over another. For fairness, and to approximate the kind of
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natural variation we would see if different human players were involved

in the game, the script generated a different set of features for each

machine player, although the outcomes arose from the same determinis-

tic true function as described above (i.e., the case knowledge is held

constant across players and scenarios).

This competition involved 800 players, each using all three

approaches to seek the truth. The script runs two contests. The easier of

the two games presents players with a five-column data set: Each col-

umn represents a part of the truth, and players focus on finding the true

combinations of the existing features. The hard game differs from the

easy game only in that the data set contains 10 irrelevant case features

in addition to the original 5. The script counts a player as successful if

the player found the truth and only the truth. In the easy game, QCA,

the adaptive lasso, and ISIS/SCAD found the truth and only the truth

for 18%, 82%, and 96% of the players, respectively. In the hard game,

QCA, the adaptive lasso, and ISIS/SCAD found the truth and only the

truth for 0%, 33%, and 61% of the players, respectively.

One should not interpret these results as severe criticism of the adap-

tive lasso or QCA. Remember that in this essay, I propose a way to

evaluate a method that is agnostic to the methods themselves. It pro-

poses a machine-based approach only as a low-budget way to approxi-

mate the real competition among human players. However, in this essay

I do claim that all methods must be able to be evaluated: As a minimal

standard, given a true set of relationships, a good method should find

the truth.

In the machine learning literature, such critical evaluation drives

innovation. For example, a large and growing literature both criticizes

and builds on the adaptive lasso: If the features are highly interdepen-

dent, we might prefer adaptive versions of the fused lasso (Rinaldo

2009), the grouped lasso (Wang and Leng 2008), or the elastic net

(Ghosh 2011; Zou and Hastie 2004). Future methodology building on

simple QCA might adapt insights from machine learning to overcome

current shortcomings or advise against the use of QCA for particular

designs and data. Most scholars would prefer a technique that recovers

the truth more than 60% of the time, so the community of scholars might

use these results to motivate work to improve the performance of ISIS/

SCAD or to find a substitute. Obviously, a real competition with skilled

human players with excellent judgment might have produced different

results. After all, those who investigate and modify the script will notice
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little expertise and craft in the use of the techniques. For example, the

tuning parameters for the adaptive lasso were chosen fairly naively, with

only one open-source implementation of QCA being used and many

other small but potentially consequential decisions appearing through-

out. This essay also highlights the importance of the real, human-based,

game: The simple machine game involved very simple case knowledge,

and perhaps a scholar might have been able to identify the noise vari-

ables in some preliminary steps in the process if these data arose from

real-world observations. A human game would also enable learning

about methods for using case knowledge to guide and constrain pattern

recognition and machine learning algorithms.

Fruitful communication about methods involves comparing the suc-

cesses of different methods in the hands of different human scholars

confronting specific research designs, theoretical goals, and existing

observations. The method game proposed here would help us learn not

only about a method in an abstract sense but about the craft of using

said method in comparison with other methods. A machine version of

the method game enables a fast, cheap, and controlled way to begin to

build a comparative understanding of the methods and/or to motivate

people to engage in a real method game.
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Notes

1. Hastie, Tibshirani, and Friedman (2009) and James et al. (2013) provided an excel-

lent overview of many of the techniques known as “machine learning” or “statistical

learning.” The proposal for method assessment in this essay uses two simple tech-

niques (adaptive lasso and SCAD) for illustration that are similar to common tools

used by social scientists, but the idea of the method game is not limited to super-

vised linear model–based algorithms. The particular procedures evaluated here work

by fitting penalized linear models to outcomes aiming to return coefficients of zero

for irrelevant features, thereby revealing relevant features. These algorithms choose

coefficients b1, . . ., bP for P features (and arbitrary combinations thereof), Xi1, . . .,

XiP, related to some outcome, yi, to minimize a function of the sum of squared pre-

diction error (i.e., least squares) plus a penalty function that rewards solutions with

some collection of bp set to zero. The objective function tends to look likePN
i = 1 ½yi � (b0 + b1Xi1 + � � � + bPXiP)�2 +

PP
p = 1 p(l, bp), where the tuning para-

meter, l, determines the relative importance of the penalty function in the objective
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function compared with the least squares function. The adaptive lasso penalty is

p(l, bp, wp) = lwp|bp|, where wp = 1=b̂p and b̂p arises from a previous linear model

(here a ridge regression but often an ordinary least squares regression). The SCAD

replaces the lasso penalty with a function designed to have no penalty when bp = 0

(like the adaptive lasso) but then to rise smoothly to penalize large bp at a decreas-

ing rate such that

p(l, bp, a) =

ljbpj, if jbpj � l

� jbpj2�2aljbpj + l2

2(a�1)

� �
, ifl\jbpj � al

(a + 1)l2

2
, if jbpj.al

8>><
>>:

,

where a . 2 and l . 0. Some see adaptive lasso as an approximation of or com-

petitor to the SCAD penalty (Hastie et al. 2009:92).

2. Although we might also confuse learning about method with a discovery that some

researchers have excellent methodological judgment and luck.

3. Interested readers can download the open-source code from

https://github.com/jwbowers/MethodGames.
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